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Abstract—Nowadays, the application of data mining is widely prevalent in the education system. The ability of data mining to obtain meaningful information from meaningless data makes it very useful to predict students’ achievement, university’s performance, and many more. According to the Department of Statistics Malaysia, the numbers of student who do not manage to graduate on time rise dramatically every year. This challenging scenario worries many parties, especially university management teams. They have to timely devise strategies in order to enhance the students’ academic achievement and discover the main factors contributing to the timely graduation of undergraduate students. This paper discussed the factors utilized by other researchers from previous studies to predict students’ graduation time and to study the impact of different types of factors with different prediction methods. Taken together, findings of this research confirmed the usefulness of Neural Network and Support Vector Machine as the most competitive classifiers compared with Naïve Bayes and Decision Tree. Furthermore, our findings also indicate that the academic assessment was a prominent factor when predicting students’ graduation time.

Index Terms—Graduate on Time, Prediction, Data Mining, Higher Education

I. INTRODUCTION

The government of Malaysia is keen to transform Malaysia into a high-income and highly industrialized country. To reach these ambitious plans, Malaysia needs to produce more employable higher-skilled graduates who are able to carry out work efficiently. However, as much as government is eager to produce skilful graduates, it is also very concern with students who do not make it graduate on time. Most of the students are graduating on time, but a few students do not do so, and the number is increasing every year. This issue has been brought up by The Ministry of Education, Professors, Academician and many more as the number of students who do not complete their study within the stipulated time is increasing dramatically every year. This serious issue impacts the universities as good graduation rate is at stake that also the main key when measuring the position of a university in the education industry. Another key point from [1], the writers emphasized that student graduation rates were often used as an objective metric to measure institutional effectiveness. This challenging scenario is eye-opening that worries many parties, especially the management team of UiTM. Research reveals that some of the factors that contribute to the failure of students graduating on time are gender issue [2], marital status and age issue [3], family issues [4], and previous academic record [5]. When students are not able to focus on study due to many issues, they tend to have a problem in giving 100% commitment to their study. Hence, they are not performing well in their final examination or to make it worse, some of them fail it. Consequently, they have to carry the failed paper in the next semester that drag times which is one of the reasons they are unable to graduate on time.

According to [6] one of the areas that have been put a lot of attention among researchers is education, which is the way or mechanism to predict students’ graduation time [7]. Researchers have pointed out that students’ performance was the most vital thing to be considered if the intention was to predict students’ graduation time [8,9,10]. By analysing students’ performance, students’ graduation time can be forecasted; whether it was on time or not. Hence, academicians and university management team can put more attention on those who are unable to graduate on time. However, analysing the students’ performance is very complicated as it involves a huge amount of data that is continuously increasing every year. Consequently, this huge amount of data is complex that needs to be analysed by computers. Data mining is the process that is able to analyse this huge data, so the interesting patterns of the data can be extracted and utilized to improve our education system [11].

Overall, the main motivation of this research is to improve the university’s performance by being able to detect students who are most likely to not be able to graduate on time early and ahead of time. Hence, sturdy
plans and approaches can be done to help these students improve their study performance, and able to graduate on time.

The objectives of this literature review were to analyse the current research on the prominent factors affecting students’ graduation time as well as to examine the impact of different types of data on different classifiers. This paper was arranged as follows: First section summarized the overview of this research. Section Two described the higher education system in Malaysia and the discussion about issues pertaining to “graduate on time” among university students. The third section discussed data mining as well as the application of it in the education system. It was followed by a brief discussion of the machine learning algorithm in Section Four. Related works are in the fifth section. For the next section, the detail results of the existing prediction methods in predicting students’ graduation time were elaborated. Lastly, the discussion and conclusion of this systematic literature review were outlined in Section Seven and Section Eight, respectively.

II. MALAYSIAN HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEM

The education system is one of the areas that has evolved rapidly in Malaysia, as education is very important to society. Malaysian Higher Education System has made notable achievement in escalating student enrolment, gaining worldwide recognition based on the publication of research papers, scientific research, as well as catching international students’ attention to choose Malaysia as their study hub. As stated in Malaysia Education Blueprint 2015-2025, Malaysia is committed to gratifying its vision to increase the enrolment numbers of international students by 250,000 students in 2025. These achievements are salient for the country’s Gross Domestic Product and export earnings as well as to stay abreast with global trends [14]. The Ministry of Higher Education is known as MOHE which is responsible for higher education in Malaysia. As shown in Fig. 1, higher education institutions can be categorized into two categories which are government-funded institutions and private higher educational institutions.

Public universities, polytechnic and community colleges are fall under the Government-funded institutions while private colleges, university status institutions, and foreign university branch campuses like Monash University Malaysia and The University of Nottingham Malaysia Campus fall under Private Higher Educational Institutions. Currently, there are 18 public universities and 47 private universities in Malaysia. The primary medium of instruction in most education institutions is English. The Ministry has classified 20 Malaysian public universities into 3 groups according to the university’s focus area and strength. The 3 groups are Malaysian Research Universities (MRU), Malaysian Technical University Network (MTUN) and Malaysian Comprehensive Universities (MCU2). Fig. 2 explains in details about these groups together with the selected Universities of each group.

As can be seen in Fig. 2, we can conclude that MRU category focuses more on postgraduate students as it involves research program while MTUN focuses on technical programs only. As expected, the number of postgraduate students who have graduated in Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM) and Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) are 13214 and 10573 respectively, contrary to Universiti Teknikal Malaysia (UTeM) which only has 1358 number of postgraduate students, as UTeM’s prime focus is not on research program, hence the little number of postgraduate students. The Ministry mentioned that by categorizing these universities into its focus area, the productivity of a university can be improved as each university will focus on one thing at once, so the work’s efficiency will increase, hence, an excellent final outcome can be produced [65].

Technically, undergraduate and postgraduate students undergo different ways of learning and requirements for students to complete their respective degrees. Undergraduate students tend to participate more in out-of-classroom activities such as recreation and sports. Therefore, the university has to invest more in the necessary infrastructure to support those activities. In contrast to undergraduate students, postgraduate students usually spend their time more in the research lab, with a one-to-one meeting with the supervisor. Here, the university needs to invest more in providing research equipment, as well as providing research grants to
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support projects carried out by postgraduate students which will result in the manuscript publication. Ministry aims to expand the enrolment in higher education to 53% by 2025, which will require an additional 1.1 million places. On top of that, each student who pursues their study necessitates several phases that require involvements from many parties. As illustrated in Fig. 3, there are 5 main phases involved, starting from the application process to the students’ graduation.

As can be seen in the figure above, we illustrated the phases in a pyramid chart because it has the structure of a triangle with lines dividing it into sections. Each position represents the data type that illustrated different roles in MOHE. The different width of the section indicates the hierarchy level and the volume of the data. The widest section which is the application data from Unit Pengambilan Universiti (UPU) contains general data but the volume of the data is the largest among other sections. UPU is a centralized platform that manages the application process for Public Universities (UA), Polytechnics, Community Colleges and Institut Latihan Kemahiran Awam (ILKA) in Malaysia. Instead of sending multiple applications directly to various institutions, UPU allows the student to apply for several courses and institutions at the same time via its system. UPU accepts applications from Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia (SPM) leavers, as well as those who have completed Sijil Tinggi Pelajaran Malaysia (STPM), Matrikulasi, Asasi or Diplomas from public universities. Basically, UPU holds extensive data of all type of student across Malaysia who is eligible to apply university application. Moving up, in “offered data” the position becomes more specific as it only holds data regarding students that have successfully been selected to enroll in the university. The volume of data has shrunk to a smaller size compared to the previous section as a university will only capable to cater only a number of students, depends on the quota that has been set by the university. Offer letter then will be produced to the selected students. When the students accept the offer and register at the university, this data will be stored as “enrolment data”, which now become more specific as not all of the students will accept university’s offer to pursue their study in its institution. Once students have enrolled in the university, they usually will spend approximately 3 to 4 years to complete their study, depends on what course they enroll. Finally, when students have successfully completed their study, students now will be able to graduate. The data of students who have graduated will be stored in the university’s database. This is the narrowest section as it contains the most specific data because it is the last phase, and the volume of the data is the smallest as not all students in the university able to graduate. Specifically, graduates are classified into two categories, which are on time graduation and delay graduation. These categories will be discussed briefly in Section A.

A. An overview of “Graduate on Time” in the Higher Education System

The concept of graduate on time (GOT) can be best explained as a condition where students finish or complete their studies within the stipulated time. Another definition by [15], GOT is a state where students accomplished their studies in respective time that has been set by the university. Furthermore, according to Texas Tech University, timely graduation is defined as: “When the students graduated within the university expected timeline”. As a matter of fact, a report from [65] the reporter claimed that for Bachelors program, all programs except architecture, medicine, dentistry and veterinary with Diploma Certificate takes 3 years to graduate, while with other qualifications, it takes 4 years to graduate. However, for architecture, medicine, dentistry and veterinary programs, it takes 4 years to graduate with a diploma certificate and five years without a diploma certificate. In sum, the estimated time for undergraduate students to complete their studies is around 3 to 4 years, depending on the programs that they take. Moreover, as mentioned by [16] most of the institutions in other countries in Europe have set the time for undergraduate students to graduate is four years, but regrettably, a lot of students delay in finishing their degree (40% completed within four years while 60% in six years). Nevertheless, almost all institutions nowadays are having a problem in dealing with students who fail to graduate on time. A report from “Statistik Pendidikan Tinggi 2017 - Bab 2: Universiti Awam”, the number of graduates from public universities is decline drastically [66]. The increasing number of students who are unable to graduate on time will significantly affect the institution to produce the quality outputs each year and contribute the low score on the graduation rates. Consequently, it will give bad impact to the university’s performance, hence affect the university’s ranking.

According to Minister of Higher Education, students who take a longer time to graduate will disturb the university’s budget as the university has to spend more money to those who extend their study since they need to hire more lecturers to solve this issue. As written in afterschool.my, there are about 25% of students in Malaysian universities overstay their course duration [67]. The author also suggested that the government should penalize students that fail to graduate on time so this action could be as a reminder to others to always take their study seriously. This challenging scenario worries
many parties, especially the University’s management team. The team has to think outside of the box and come out with a sturdy plan on how to overcome such problem as well as improving the number of graduation rates. They need to handle this issue brilliantly and proactively as the university’s achievement depends highly on the graduation rate. One of the solutions to handle this issue is by analyzing students’ performance since it can be the indicator to predict the students’ graduation time. However, analysing the performance of students is very complicated and tedious as it involves a lot of data that is continuously increasing year by year. Alternatively, data mining is applicable to perform analysis in solving this issue and is discussed in detail in the next section.

III. DATA MINING

Data mining is a process that can make a huge amount of data turns into meaningful information or knowledge. Kantardzic defined data mining as the “process of discovering various models, summaries, and derived values from a given collection of data” [18]. Data mining is also can be defined as a mining process to analyze and categorize the information as well as summarize the knowledge from different kind of data stored in database and data warehouse [17]. Data mining is used for acquiring patterns and summaries of new and important information from the present data which can be referred to as data description. Then, the described data can be used to make a prediction of a certain problem or area, which now is referred to as data prediction. [18] stated that in the university context, most of the present system only maintain the information of students by only enabling university management to store and retrieve that information. Technically, with the utilization of the data mining process, it makes the present system becomes smarter [19]. This statement seems to be realistic as [20] stated that Data mining is a perfect tool for gleaning and extracting useful information from the meaningless data. In short, the vast amount of university data needs to be explored, extracted and analyzed so top management is able to come out with a set of meaningful information that can be understood for further quality improvement. Thanks to technology, these large data can be mined using Data mining Techniques, hence, the quality of the educational processes can be ameliorated [4,20]. Technically, mining in the education area is called Educational Data Mining (EDM). Fig 4 illustrated the iterative phases involved in the application of Educational Data Mining systems.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, lecturers are the ones who are responsible for designing, planning, building, and maintaining the educational systems. For example, lecturers here provide the learning materials to the students as well as supplying students assessment report such as their test marks to the educational system. Students, on the other hand, utilize all the facilities provided by the university, communicate with lecturers and other students as well as participating in the classroom, event or workshop. Students also provide their personal information like their age, gender, marital status and many more to the educational system.

Next, all the collected data from the educational system will be stored in database and mined using data mining technique to present the discovered knowledge like students’ performance to the lecturers. Besides, it will also provide useful recommendations to the student such as which subject that student should enroll, based on their previous academic achievement. Technically, this analysis provides new information to both parties that would be difficult to discern by simply looking at the raw data. Moreover, a study by [3] concluded that Data mining techniques are applicable in supplying students’ performance to lecturers in order to assist them to identify students with low academic achievements at an early stage. Hence, initiatives can be made to help those students to improve their academic performance. To sum up, the application of data mining nowadays is widely prevalent in the education system as it is able to obtain meaningful information from meaningless data. It also is very useful to analyze students’ performance, forecast students’ graduation time and other related issues [23,24]. The accuracy of data mining can be improved as well as performing a deeper analysis of the mined data with the use of machine learning algorithms. Further explanation regarding machine learning algorithm will be discussed in the next section.

IV. MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHM

In 1959, Arthur Samuel defines machine learning as “A field of study that gives computers the ability to learn without being explicitly program.” Three decades later, Tom Mitchell outlines a new improvised definition which makes more sense in engineering field which is “A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some task T and some performance measure P, if its performance on T, as measured by P, improves with experience E.” Nowadays, machine learning algorithms
are the methods usually employed by researchers to discover patterns from data sets by letting them learn on their own [26]. In addition, with the advancement of extensive computing capabilities, learning through a tremendous amount of data is now seems possible. In other words, machine-learning is practically suitable for analysis as humans are likely to make errors. Machine learning uses self-learning algorithms to improve its performance at a task with experience over time. It can be used to reveal insights and provide feedback in near real-time. Machine-learning can be classified into various types of learning such as supervised learning and unsupervised learning. Fig. 5 shows the taxonomy of machine learning algorithms.

![Taxonomy of Machine Learning Algorithm](image)

**Fig.5 Taxonomy of Machine Learning Algorithm**

Supervised machine learning aims to create a model that can predict the future, based on the evidence in the presence of uncertainty. A supervised machine learning algorithm will train a model to make new, yet reasonable predictions based on what it has learned before [27]. Classification and regression are famous techniques in supervised learning. In the context of classification, this technique can be applied to map the input to discrete output variables which are usually known as labels and categories. In brief, class or category for a given observation is predicted by the mapping function. For example, the performance of a group of students can be classified as “perform” or “not perform”. There are many techniques that fall under classification such as Support Vector Machine, Naïve Bayes, Discriminant Analysis, Nearest Neighbor, Neural Network, and Naïve Bayes. For regression, we apply this technique when we want to map input to continuous output variables. A continuous output variable is an integer real-value such as amounts, sizes and temperature. For example, a house may be predicted to sell for a specific Ringgit value, perhaps in the range of RM 400,000 to RM600,000. Regression, SVR, Ensemble Methods, Decision Tree and Neural Network are the common techniques of regression.

The discovery of the hidden patterns from data sets is the main objective of unsupervised learning as well as producing an inference from it. Clustering is the most common unsupervised learning technique that works to explore data in the data analysis process to find hidden patterns, corresponding to the objective of unsupervised learning. As defined by [28], clustering is when the data is divided into groups of similar objects. In some applications, clustering is also known as data segmentation as it divides huge data set into many groups, where each group shares a similar characteristic [29,30]. On top of that, clustering nowadays is commonly deployed in education Data mining to group students based on their characteristics. [31] applied unsupervised clustering method in his research to predict the status of students’ graduation within five major departments at California State University Northridge (CSUN). In the discussion part, he pointed out that identifying common traits among students within each cluster is very handy when cluster analysis is used. Another work by [32], the
writers are concerned with the huge size of sequenced data of DNA, hence, they come out with a machine learning approach to cater to the DNA copy number issue. In their project, they utilized with Gaussian Mixture (GM) together with Bayesian hidden Markov model (HMM) Clustering approach in order to replicate the change of DNA copy number across the genome. [31] also claimed that the achievement of GM and HMM have smashed the existing method like Binary Segmentation. On the other hand, another famous clustering algorithm is k-means. It is known as the simplest clustering algorithms in solving the clustering problem. This statement concurs well with [33] as they also outline that the k-means algorithm has been extensively used among researchers as it is a straightforward algorithm that requires minimum effort to implement. K-means is categorized in the non-hierarchical clustering method which works in finding to group the data into the form of one or more clusters [34]. The data that have the same criteria are categorized into one cluster so that the other data that have different criteria are categorized into another cluster. To sum up, in supervised learning, data is needed to be labeled to its expected output for it to learn, while in unsupervised learning, it can learn without any label on the data. As can be seen from Fig. 5, Neural Network learning can be either supervised or unsupervised. According to [35] with supervised training, neural network undergoes iterations, until the actual output of the neural network matches the expected output. Similarly, unsupervised training works like supervised training but there is no expected output given. Unsupervised training usually is used in Neural Network when we want to classify the inputs into various groups.

Semi-supervised learning is catching on quickly among developers and researchers, as the numbers of unlabelled data are bigger than labeled data in a dataset and this issue is growing speedily [36,37]. Basically, semi-supervised learning is trained on a combination of labeled and unlabeled data. As mentioned previously, supervised learning deals with labeled data but it spends longer time to complete its process, hence, it costs more money. Besides, when the model is labeled with too much labeling, it urges human biases on the model. To cater to such problems, the deployment of unlabelled data has improved the accuracy of the classifier as well as to reduce the cost and time taken to build it. There are several categories that fall under semi-supervised learning algorithms such as Self-Training, Generative Model and Transductive Support Vector Machine. Self-Training is a wrapper algorithm where the labeled data are trained by the classifier and later will classify unlabelled data [38]. The unlabelled data that is associated with the highest confidence score will be added to the training set. As stated in [38], self-Training is known as the simplest algorithm in semi-supervised learning but still gives a good solution to the classification problem. Contrary with Self-Training, Generative Model has difficulties in providing good solutions to the classification problem, especially when the unlabelled data is more than labeled data, as it has a problem to balance the effect of unlabelled and labeled data. Generative Model technically works best with sentiment analysis and predicting handwritten digit number, as stated in [40] Transductive Support Vector Machine on the other hand is the extension of Support Vector Machine that works with unlabelled data [41]. The application of semi-supervised learning is protein sequence classification, speech analysis, web content classification and emotion recognition.

In this section, we have discussed briefly machine learning algorithms. To sum up, supervised learning works with labeled data, unsupervised learning works with unlabelled data, while semi-supervised learning works with both type of data. For the next section, we discussed the principal factors that have been utilized by researchers to predict students’ graduation time.

V. RELATED WORKS

A total of 33 papers on student performance predictions were studied and analyzed to gather all the factors that influenced the performance of students. Our research bears a close resemblance to a study by [1], as they utilized student’s performance to predict the students’ graduation delay. They believed that the graduation time of a student depends highly on the performance of that student itself. There are several studies that discuss the factors affecting the student’s performance. According to [42], the performance of students has become a concern for educators. In the paper, the importance of determining the factors was highlighted as the factors are significant to analyze the performance of students. He also mentioned in his study that the top factors that act as the main contribution in analyzing students’ performance are a family expenditure, family income, personal information, and the family’s assets. Based on his research, he concluded that family expenditure and personal information are showing a remarkable effect on the student’s performance. From our reading, we found out that there are 26 attributes that have been frequently used by other researchers, for measuring student performance. As illustrated in Fig. 6, we combine all the factors from 33 articles and tabulate the data into a bar graph, so we can see clearly which factor has been extensively used among researchers in order to analyze students’ performance. The number in the figure which is above the bar represents the total number of papers that employed the factor as the predictor. As previously mentioned, analyzing student performance is one of the efficient ways to forecast students’ graduation time, whether they will graduate on time or not.
From the graph above, we can see clearly that gender is the main factor that can be used to analyze students’ performance. Discussions regarding the effect of gender on study performance have dominated research in recent years. [42] have identified that the study style of male and female is different, where female tends to study in the more systematic way while male, on the other hand, tends to study at the last minute of time. In fact, [43] mentioned that from their research, most of the female students have more positive behavior compared to male. A survey conducted by [44] she distributed 54.9% of workload to women and 45.1% to men, but both genders finish the tasks assigned to them at the same rate. From this survey, it shows clearly that woman able to complete their task efficiently within the stipulated time, compared to men. The main reason why female works better than male is because the female has better self-discipline and more focus in their study or work compared to men [45]. Above all, this statement can be strengthened by research done by [15]. They proposed a predictive model to predict the graduation status of PHD students. The result shows that there are a total of 79 students who are predicted to graduate on time. Based on their research, they outlined that female tend to graduate on time compared to male as the number of female students who are predicted to graduate on time is 56% higher compared to male. As male and female have different learning rate and behavior, gender is important as it gives an impact on students’ performance. Apart from that, 12 out of 23 articles used age as the factor to analyze student performance. [46] explained that as we are aging, there are some physical changes in our brain that make us have more difficulty to remember or learn efficiently. Howbeit, the statement made by [46] raises doubts as several authors believe that age is not a significant predictor of students’ performance, as outlined by [3]. This finding is consistent with [47] who discovered that there is no significant relationship between academic performance and age. In a similar vein, Murray - Harvey (1994) emphasized that age does not give an impact on students’ GPA, which means, age is not a significant predictor to predict students’ graduation time.

Apart from gender, we can see that a lot of researchers used GPA to analyze students’ performance as GPA has a high influence to predict students’ graduation time. If the students are seen to have low GPA during the first and second year of their studies, they might probably not be able to complete their study within the study plan. The reason is that they might have to carry any failed paper to the next semester, which most probably, will extend their study time. However, even though just a few researchers opted marital status as the factor to analyze student performance, we believe that marital status also gives a huge impact on students’ performance. [45] stated in his report that married students have limited time to study or to do revision as they have other responsibilities to carry out like cooking and cleaning the house. Plus, when they are not able to give 100% commitment to their study, they tend to neglect their responsibilities as a student, such as do the assignments given or fully prepare themselves for test or examination. With such behaviors, the probability for them to not excel in their study is high, which will result in a higher chance to not graduate on time. After we have done analysing the prominent factors that contribute to the students’ graduation time, we will utilize data mining technique to make a prediction to predict students’ graduation time. Next section discusses in brief the prediction methods to predict students’ graduation based on their performance.
VI. PREDICTION METHODS

In order to predict students’ graduation time, predictive modeling is employed. Predictive modeling utilizes data mining techniques to make a prediction on what it has learned during the learning process. There are four common prediction methods or more known as classifiers that have been used by researchers to build this predictive model which are Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes, Neural Network and Support Vector Machine classifier. The detailed mapping of the factors and accuracy of each classifier will be discussed in the next section.

1) Decision Tree

Decision Tree (DT) is one of the powerful classifiers that has mostly been employed among researchers in their study for prediction [46]. Specific entities are classified into classes and represent in a tree structure form [47]. This classifier basically accepts a set of inputs and able to produce output. [48] used data mining technique to evaluate students’ data using the J48 decision tree in Weka tool. Based on their findings, they stated that DT is helpful in predicting students’ academic result and easy to interpret. This fits well with research done by [49] as they also found out that by using DT, the result is easy to understand especially for teacher or lecturer who has no insight about data mining since the prediction result is explained in the form of IF-THEN rules. Another work by [50], they identified students who are likely to fail in their study based on factors like previous academic result and family issue, so efficient actions can be taken on those students. They employed several classifiers in their work which are Naïve Bayes (NB), and J48 decision tree. The result shows that DT had a higher accuracy which is 73.92% followed by NB which is 68.60%.

2) Naïve Bayes

NB is a classifier that utilizes probability and Bayesian Theorem to make a prediction based on certain features that have been set in the program. [51] utilized NB algorithm to predict the academic performance and behavior of students at secondary school. The students are classified into two categories which are pass and fail. The factors used in this model to make classification is mostly related to academic performance and WEKA tool is used to calculate the accuracy of the classifier which is 87%. Other than that, [28] applies the NB model to predict students’ performance and claimed that NB is a straightforward classifier and able to works well with huge data sets. Even though it is a straightforward classifier that works in a simple way, NB outperformed even highly sophisticated classification methods like SVM and DT in his research. Berkhin’s claim is correlated favorably with an experiment done by [18], as they discovered that NB outperformed other classification methods such as Regression, DT and Neural networks (NN) in predicting students’ performance. A further experiment carried out by [24] they mentioned that NB tends to converge faster, hence it takes a shorter time to make a decision and perform well compared to another classifier.

3) Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is one of the famous prediction methods to predict student performance. SVM constructs hyperplanes in multidimensional space to perform its classification, which separates class levels into different cases. [22] concerns with the importance of enhancing student pass rates as it reflects the school teaching level. Therefore, they have analysed the prominent features of students and forecasted their pass rate using SVM and DT. Their finding pointed out that SVM achieved higher accuracy than DT because SVM is beneficial for binary classification problems, which in this context, pass or fail. Another key point from [68] he mentioned that SVM tends to not perform well with large data set as the time for training is longer. This statement lends support to [55] as based on their analysis, they concluded that SVM works amazingly with small data sets for prediction.

4) Neural Network

Neural network (NN) is growing at a fast pace and has been employed by researchers for classification in many applications area [52]. It is a system of interconnected neurons that has input layer, hidden layer and output layer [53]. The neuron is associated with other neurons for a network to develop. The input value from the input layer will be computed to produce the expected output [54]. All the potential interactions between predictors variable can be discovered by Neural Network [55]. A work is done by [56] they analyse the impact of different attributes of students’ performance on classifier by using Neural Network, Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, and Nearest Neighbour. Their finding shows that when NN is used to classify all attributes, the accuracy is 78.6, while without behavioral attributes, the result decreased to 52.3. However, when the student absent days attribute is eliminated, the accuracy went up again to 64.5. These findings show clearly that the behavioral factor affects the accuracy of the classifier. Moreover, [57] investigate the performance of NN to make a prediction of the students’ performance in SPAECE. They considered several factors that are applicable to predict students’ performance which are grade, length of study and previous academic score and used these variables as the inputs in their experiment. In the test data evaluation, the result shows that NN is able to correctly predict 95% of the students’ performance correctly predict 95% of the students’ performance.

VII. DISCUSSION

In this section, the relationships between the factors for predicting students’ graduation and classifiers were discussed. Besides that, the impacts of different factors on different classifier were also studied and discussed. As illustrated in Fig. 7, the researchers have categorized all the factors into five groups.
Fig. 7. Mind Map of Factor Categorization

Based on our analysis of different research papers, we discovered many factors that have been used by other researchers in their work to predict students’ graduation time. We have collected all the factors and grouped them based on their characteristics. We came out with five categories of factors which were internal assessment, academic assessment, behavioral assessment, family assessment, and residential assessment. The last nodes of the mind map above showed the characteristics of their factor. For example, CGPA, GPA, education level and number of failed papers were the characteristics of academic assessment. In brief, all factors regarding student’s academic were classified as “academic assessment”. Table 1 shows the way we classified those factors. The classification made the task of analysing the impact of different factors on different classifier became easier. From our evaluation of different articles from 2014 until 2018, we have tabulated our findings in Table I.

Table I Analysis of Students’ Performance Factors and Classifier Accuracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Author/Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>Internal assessment, academic assessment, family assessment, behavioural assessment</td>
<td>75.9%</td>
<td>[57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal assessment, residential assessment, academic assessment, family assessment</td>
<td>69.07%</td>
<td>[58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Academic assessment</td>
<td>83.65%</td>
<td>[59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Academic assessment, behavioural assessment</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>[51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>Behavioral assessment, internal assessment, residential assessment, family assessment, academic assessment</td>
<td>73.92%</td>
<td>[50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Academic assessment</td>
<td>79.5%</td>
<td>[60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal assessment, academic assessment, family assessment, residential assessment</td>
<td>72.5%</td>
<td>[61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural Network</td>
<td>Academic assessment, behavioral assessment</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
<td>[56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Academic assessment</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>[57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal assessment, academic assessment</td>
<td>84.6%</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Vector Machine</td>
<td>Internal assessment, academic assessment, family assessment, behavioural assessment</td>
<td>93.9%</td>
<td>[62]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Academic assessment</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>[63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal assessment, academic assessment, behavioural assessment</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>[64]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
By looking at the table above, we can see that NN has the highest prediction accuracy which is 93.95%. Technically, the accuracy result on prediction depends highly on the features that were used during the prediction process. NN scored the highest prediction accuracy because of the influenced of a particular factor during the running process. In this context, the factor involved is an academic assessment. Based on our analysis, academic assessment is the main factor that has been utilized with NN. With the presence of academic assessment only, the prediction accuracy increased dramatically. However, when the behavioral assessment is combined with academic assessment as the inputs to make a prediction, the accuracy score decreased. Findings from [55] has further strengthened our confidence in our finding as they also highlighted that the behavioral assessment declined the accuracy level of NN. This happened because NN has difficulty to make a prediction on qualitative data, which is non-numerical in nature.

Next, SVM scored the second highest of the prediction accuracy which is 93.95%. The reason why SVM worked well is that it is able to solve high-dimensional data which is data that associates with many attributes and features [22]. SVM also can perform efficiently, with only small tuning. Findings showed that internal, academic, family and behavioural assessment are the relevant factors that have been utilized for the classifier to make a prediction. Contrary to NN, when the academic assessment is used alone in SVM, the accuracy level decreased. This indicates that academic assessment needs to be combined with other factors in order for SVM to achieve high accuracy.

On the other hand, DT and NB are seen to be able to work with all type of factors and produce an average accuracy level. Based on table 1, DT and NB can work with the categorical and numerical data as the accuracy score of this classifier did not give any huge differences with both types of data. However, when the academic assessment is the only factor that is used as input, the accuracy score increase. Thus, it shows that NB and DT worked efficiently with academic assessment factor, but still produce an average accuracy score when works with other factors. Overall, our finding validates the usefulness of NN and SVM as the most competitive classifiers compared to NB and DT, while academic assessment is the prominent factor to make a prediction on students’ graduation time.

VIII. Conclusion

This paper reviewed and analysed the current research on the prominent factors affecting students’ graduation time as well as analysed the data mining techniques utilized by previous researches to predict students’ graduation time. In brief, the researchers analyzed the factors of students’ performance, and appointed them as indicators for predicting students’ graduation time. Technically, students with good academic performance most likely graduate on time, and vice versa. The accurate prediction will help university management to manage students who are not likely graduate on time and come out with plans to assist them in improve their performance and eventually graduate on time. In fact, good graduation rates are often acting as an objective metric to measure the effectiveness of university, hence, good graduation rates will improve the university’s rank.

This paper has discussed the factors utilized by other previous researchers to predict students’ graduation time with the prediction methods involved. Taken together, findings of this study indicated the possibilities and potentials of NN and SVM to predict students’ graduation time in higher education institutions in Malaysia. These models are developed based on several inputs factors and they work significantly positive with academic assessment factors. Academic assessment factors related to student’s past and current performance in their study were very relevant to make a prediction on their graduation time. In conclusion, the impact of this work laid in intention to help and assist other researchers in developing a real model that can predict students’ graduation time easily and accurately. It will also help the educational system in predicting students’ graduation time systematically and assist lecturers in identifying students who need more attention in their study. Further work needs to be done on a real model with the utilization of our findings in this research to confirm them.
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